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Income tax of cross-border transactions of financial derivatives is different 
from that of traditional financial instruments. It has characteristics of its own. 
Additionally, transactions of financial derivatives has developed so rapidly, and 
the trading figures are so large. Various countries are paying more and more 
attention to the taxation issue. Organizations like OECD also start to focus on 
the coordination problem. Different nature recognitions of financial derivatives 
make cross-border transactions of financial derivatives produce double taxation 
or double zero taxation, and also have a strong impact on existing international 
taxing legal system. Which countries have the rights to levy on cross-border 
transactions of financial derivatives and how to eliminate double taxation are 
problems that every country is paying attention to. Moreover, the lag of 
international tax law may become a tool used by taxpayers who make 
cross-border transactions of financial derivatives to evade payment of duty. 
which will do harm to the stability of international financial market. 
Particularly, after the financial crisis in 2008, the taxation problem of 
derivatives is attached more importance to. 
With the establishment and development of the market of financial 
derivatives, China will have to face this problem. Because of the close 
relationship between the problem and Chinese reform and opening-up and the 
stability of Chinese financial market, the title is chosen. Besides introduction 
and conclusion, this essay includes the following four chapters: 
The first chapter is mainly about the impact that financial derivatives have 
on traditional international tax law. It includes three parts. The first one 
describes the basic knowledge of financial derivatives like its concept, 
characteristics, and categories; the second one is about its impact on the 













influences that it exerts on international tax jurisdiction. 
The second chapter gives account of the nature recognition of gains from 
financial derivatives. Some Euro-American countries, whose financial market is 
fairly complete, have a more well-rounded study on the taxation of fiancial 
deriatives. This chapter mainly introduces the nature recognition of gains from 
financial derivatives by American, EU and Japan and relevant documents of 
OECD, 
The third chapter analyzes the distribution problem of taxing power of 
gains from financial derivatives. Because of the great differences between each 
countries in the development of financial derivatives, there is also great 
differences in the gain recognition, which will cause conflicts between taxing 
powers including positive and passive ones. This chapter introduces rules by 
OECD and how to coordinate taxing power in cross-border transactions. This is 
the innovative point of the essay. 
The forth chapter is mainly about tax revenue policies of Chinese financial 
derivatives. Although Chinese financial derivatives market is relatively 
backward, it faces problems like In which tax category exchanges should tax, 
who are taxpayers, and how to avoid double taxation in cross-border 
transactions of financial derivatives. On the one hand, Chinese tax base is 
protected; on the other hand, tax policy can be used to attract foreign 
investment, and it also gives some advice on Chinese tax system of financial 
derivatives. 
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引  言 
1 
引  言 
自 20 世纪 70 年代以来，金融衍生品得到迅速发展。2008 年国际金融
危机的爆发，很多矛头指向了金融衍生品，把金融衍生品看作本次金融危
机的“始作俑者”，口诛笔伐。但是国内的金融衍生品却得到了迅速的发




















所提到的股权互换工具对传统税法产生了很大的挑战 ①； Scott Marc 
                                                 
①  EDWAR.D.KLEINBARD. Equriy Derivative Products: Financial Innovation's Newest Challenge to the 















Kolbrenner(1995) 对 金 融 衍 生 品 进 行 了 一 些 税 收 制 度 设 计 ① ；
Robert.H.Scarborough(2002)对怎样避免对衍生品的双重征税进行了研究②；
















                                                 
① SCOTT MARC KOLBRENNER. Derivatives Design and Taxation Virginia Tax Review. 211(1995). 
② ROBERT.H.SCARBOROUGH. How Derivatives Use Affects Double Taxation of Corporate Income.55Tax 
Law Review.465(2002). 
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